
Georgia is usually described as a patriarchal society where women are supposed to deal exclusively with

domestic tasks. But reality is and has been quite different: Women play a leading role in Georgian society at

large. In 2019, they accounted for more than half of total workforce in formal activities. There are also more

women than men in higher education. Thanks to their active participation in the labour force and good

educational background, women are less prone than men to be under absolute poverty. Women leaders are

well represented in any sphere of society. In fact, few countries in the world have seen, since ancient times,

such a prominent role of women. Many of the greatest historical figures of Georgia are women including

Medea in remote Antiquity, “King of Kings” Queen Tamar in the Georgian Golden Age, or Queen Darejan

who fought against the loss of independence of Georgia in Tsarist times. And in 1918, the first Republic of

Georgia was among the first European States to grant women the right to vote and to be elected in office.

The fact that today the President of Georgia and three out of eleven ministers are women is just in line with

this long and fruitful tradition.

Dear Reader, 

Women are key drivers of sustainable agricultural development

throughout the world. Their involvement in agriculture is critical especially

for labour and skill-intensive high-value products such as vegetables, fruit

and animal products whose share in agricultural output and international

trade has been consistently growing over the last decades, reflecting a

global switch from more basic food to better and more elaborated food.

They also usually provide most of the workforce in post-farm gate activities

such as processing and retail. Last but not least, women are leading

consumers of food products as they usually have to choose what is good,

affordable and healthy for their families. They are therefore the ones most

interested by better food security and more rigorous food safety. For all

these reasons, we believe women must be at the core of all effective

development programmes in agriculture and rural development. 

Happy International Women's Day!
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In Georgian agriculture, women also play a cardinal role. According to the Agricultural Census, 31% of heads

of agricultural holdings in 2014 were women. This is more than in the European Union. Recent research

conducted by the EU ENPARD also shows the key role of women in cooperatives. In 2017, 34% of members

of cooperatives that had benefited from EU ENPARD support were women, and 53% of employees of these

cooperatives, but unfortunately only 20% of board members, a feature similar to what is observed

elsewhere in the world.

Against this background, FinExCoop strongly believes that any successful development project in

agriculture must leverage the proven capacity of women to act as leaders, not only because we are

committed to gender equality, but also because we believe it is a touchstone for inclusive advancement of

agricultural and rural communities. 

FinExCoop Georgia is a four-year project funded by EU NIF Trust Fund and implemented by Agence

Française de Développement. It aims at promoting the emergence of modern family farm entrepreneurs

through better access to formal credit and financial services (Fin) in connection with local Partner Financial

Institutions. It also fosters better technical capacity (Ex) of stakeholders all along selected value-chains

through the improvement of the skills of extension services and implementation of pilot innovative

platforms. And it supports the development of cooperation and business-minded cooperatives (Coop)

through a combination of top-down operational research and bottom-up coaching.

In implementing FinExCoop, we specifically target women and youths which reflect their strategic

importance for both the EU and AFD. For instance, at least 30% of participants in demo days in

experimental plots should be women, and 25% of trainees in cooperative management should also be

women, youth, or representatives of ethnic minorities. We are also planning training abroad in modern

agricultural and processing technologies specifically for selected young women. Finally, the selection of our

pilot development platforms includes a gender component.

Beyond these requirements, we view the role of women as a powerful multiplier to help put Georgian

agriculture on the much more dynamic path required for the post-Covid sustainable recovery of the

Georgian economy. Not least because women, including myself, play a major role in the implementation of

the project, with key female decision-makers in FinExCoop coming from various countries of the Silk Road,

Georgia, Turkey, Armenia, and Tajikistan, so as to be able to eventually fully leverage on a regional basis the

positive gender results achieved in Georgia.

Today, FinExCoop has already provided 297 days of training to women in particular in genetic and

insemination where they could play a much bigger role, in modern apple orchards, in cheese processing,

and in goat breeding. But we know that much more remains to be done to really take advantage of the

formidable capacity of women to act as leaders in their communities.

In the near future, we expect women to become more and more involved in FinExCoop activities, especially

in the dairy value-chains for cattle and goats where they have already received some theoretical training

and where new pilots will be launched soon.

In this special issue of FinExCoop Newsletter, you will find inspiring stories of some Georgian women

already working with FinExCoop team who make a difference in their communities with their leadership in

building the high-quality agricultural value-chains the country needs for ensuring its economic and social

further development. We are so proud to be assisting them in their journey. As one of the biggest public

figures, writer and saint, Ilia Chavchavadze once said, “women can not only do manual and physical work,

but also they can do an intellectual work, and in both of them they are equal to men”.

I genuinely hope that this International Women's Day will be a turning point for our project to launch more

women-led pilot programmes within FinExCoop! We are ready to do more than ever to alleviate

unfavourable consequences of the pandemic on women and to support them in improving their

communities in many senses. Our approach is simple: what is better for women is better for everyone. 

On behalf of Frankfurt School of Finance & Management and FinExCoop Georgia team, I
wholeheartedly congratulate the International Women's Day of all Georgian women!

Cansu Karatay
Project Director, FinExCoop Georgia



Our journey begins with Dali Abesadze in Rustavi, in the

outskirts of Tbilisi. Dali is a successful goat farmer and

cooperative leader. When Dali and her husband graduated

from the university and had four children, they decided to

start a small farm as an added source of income. They

started with few cattle and later when they discovered all

the unique characteristics of the goat’s milk and meat they

decided to transform their cattle farm into a goat farm.

Unfortunately, back then, knowledge of all the benefits

goat’s milk and meat have was very limited to Georgians and

it was very hard to keep the farm with small quantity of

sales. After their children grew up and everyone moved 

FinExCoop’s
journey with
remarkable

women involved
in the Georgian

Milky Way

Remarkable Women

As FinExCoop team, we work with

many women in Georgia. But today,

as an 8th of March tribute to their

creativity, talent and energy, we

want to travel with you in this

Newsletter in the Georgian Milk Way

where we met with some women

who play a role of leaders in their

communities.

Dali Abesadze in Rustavi#1

to the city of Rustavi, people started to buy goat’s milk and meat, it was advertised in the newspapers and

in the TV shows, so Dali continued to do what she loved the most, goat farming. Together with ten fellow

members, she established cooperative “Amaltea”. They bought local female goats, which are not very

productive, and progressively replaced these local breeds by Saanen and Alpine varieties which can

produce more than 900 l of milk per year in good conditions against 150-200 l for traditional local goats. 

Because city of Rustavi has limited land Dali still has a hard time producing cheese and their farm today is

very modest especially for such breeds as Saanen and Alpine. To tackle this issue Dali has bought 17

hectares of land close to Rustavi where she plans to move her farm, increase number of goats and to even

use land to produce feed for the goats. She has also received grants and bought a tractor and some

equipment. 



Dali participated in the FinExCoop’s online goat’s management trainings provided by our seasoned Italian

expert Guido Bruni with interpretation in Georgian. She was very interested, curious, and active, she asked

many important and interesting questions to Guido and with his answers she was able to learn about best

practices in health, welfare and housing in goat farming, in reproduction management in goat farming, in

the genetic improvement of goats and in the nutrition of dairy goats.

The goal of Dali and her cooperative is to set-up a

modern intensive or semi-intensive goat farm in their

newly purchased land for which she expects support

from MEPA and international development

organizations. She is among the potential candidates of

FinExCoop for the launching of pilot development

platforms for modern dairy goat value-chain which

should take place in the second quarter of 2021.

With limited material resources, Dali and her team

managed to already get good productive results. Well-

supported, they can really make solid progress in the

production of goat milk, the healthiest substitute for

maternal milk and therefore a quite important element for all mothers of Georgia.

Congratulations for the Women’s Day dear and remarkable Dali!

Maro Khozrevanidze in the Village Zoovet #2
From the place of Dali to that of Maro, the distance is not big. Both are located in areas where Tbilisi is

progressively transformed into small villages where agriculture becomes an important activity. Sure, there

are many close-by job opportunities in the city, but Tbilisi is also a hub for consumption and direct

marketing of high-value dairy products.

Maro Khozrevanidze and her husband Amiran, a veterinarian by

training, play a leading role in the dairy cooperative Tanadgoma

located in the village of Kumisi, mid-way between Tbilisi and

Marneuli. FinExCoop was connected with Tanadgoma by the

Cooperative Department of the Rural Development Agency at the

end of 2019. Because of its positive track record and enthusiasm

for the future, Tanadgoma was selected by FinExCoop’s

Committee for Pilots as one of the first four pilots in beef-and-

dairy.

Tanadgoma members have largely participated in FinExCoop’s trainings and experimental work for

innovative seeds. Through a partner cooperative in Tetristkaro, they are also trying to adapt the French

institutional technology of Cooperatives of Use of Agricultural Machinery to the Georgian context.

FinExCoop has also provided on-the-stop training for the diversification of the product range of

Tanadgoma with pilot processing of various types of cheese and yoghurt.

At the family farm, Maro is the key person as Amiran is very much involved in the day-to-day management

of Tanadgoma. She has been a farmer for almost 30 years and her precise gestures show her passion for her

work and animals. The farm is really a lady’s farm, so well and professionally kept. Many small details testify

of her dedication which translates into solid productivity and well-being of animals. She wakes up at 6 AM,

goes to the farm, prepares feed, brings cattle inside of the cowshed as cattle are most of the times kept

outside in clean areas, milks them and then feeds them. , Afterwards she sells the milk and with the

remaining milk she makes cheese and Matsoni so on and so forth, 365 days per year.



We met with Nargizi 15 years ago, in France,

where she was in charge of the twinning

programme between the department of Yonne in

Burgundy and Kakheti. And then we met again

when FinExCoop began its activities in 2019. At

that time, she was also working with Maka, a

specialist of cultural tourism and a Georgian-

French interpreter. Both of them are involved in

an agro-industrial group set up by a team of

foreign and local investors which is playing an

unparalleled role in re-connecting Georgia with

best technologies and modern practices in

strategic value-chains. One of the companies is

the Dmanisi’s cattle breeding farm where we

conducted an interview with Nargizi and Maka.

Recently launched, it aims at becoming a

reference in the Caucasus for the production of

high-quality beef cattle using hardy and

mountainous French genetics Salers and Aubrac

for meat cattle. Another company of the agro-

industrial group in Sartichala has introduced best

Italian technology and seedlings for intensive

production of table grapes. And a third one is

involved in the processing of licorice for which

Georgia has very good natural comparative

advantages and which will be fully oriented

towards export. Recently, the agro-industrial

group has also launched industrial production of

bread, pastry and Kachapuri for which Nargize

has been fully mobilized.

Maro is a quality-driven person: in the market, her

main problem is the competition from low and

often hazardous quality of milk and milk products

sold informally and which should progressively

disappear thanks to strong improvement in the

implementation of the National Food Agency’s

regulations. Her main focus is therefore to increase

not only the quantity of her milk, but its quality.

Apart from strict respect of rules of hygiene all along

the milk way, she permanently tries to improve the

feed base of her animals, thanks in particular to the

partnership of Tanadgoma with FinExCoop in the

promotion of innovative fodder and feed.

Congratulations for the Women’s Day dear and 

remarkable Maro!

Nargizi Zibzibadze & Maka Lolomadze#3

Nargize is working with the international and local partners of the agro-industrial group on its strategy and

on its development. She is in particular in charge of coordination with international companies providing

equipment and supplies and international experts. Maka is mainly focused on the Dmanisi cattle farm

where she is involved on a day-to-day basis in the coordination between the local staff and the French

experts through an online management process.

#4



Both are emblematic of a new generation of women leaders

who have learnt a lot abroad and are fully using their

international expertise in Georgia. Nargize could have stayed

in France where she lived more than 15 years. She had a

comfortable life there and a good professional position. But

she decided to come back to the motherland to contribute

with her talent and her energy to improve the economic

future of Georgia through innovative projects which can

become technical benchmarks for the country at large.

Even though none of the agro-industrial group’s enterprises is

yet formally a FinExCoop’s partner, We have been

coordinating with the group on many issues, ranging from

experimental work with leading international companies on

innovative seeds such as triticale, maize or meslin, to

connection with some of our pilot farmers for supply of high-

quality flour and cheese to the bread, pastry and Kachapuri

plant. 

It is the intention of both ours and the agro-industrial group

to deepen this cooperation in the future. We believe that our

successful activities in FinExCoop, especially in Dmanisi, can

create a reference for other farmers and help them improve

their capacities through replication of its best practices. Of

utmost importance is also the launching of the 

A key plus of the agro-industrial group is that it has fully understood the unique potential of Nargize and

Maka, whose impressive capacity to focus on new ideas and new practices has allowed to build a powerful

innovative bridge between Georgia and EU countries, between Georgia and its future.

Congratulations for the Women’s Day dear and remarkable Nargize and Maka!

Swiss vocational agricultural school in Dmanisi, located nearby the modern cattle farm and which

cooperates with it to increase as much of possible the outreach of its innovations.

Ana Gamgebeli#5
And now we are traveling to west to the wetlands of

Samagrelo to meet in the village Menji close to Senaki

with another remarkable woman playing a pioneering

role in Georgian agriculture, Ana Gamgebeli.

Ana, whose family was originally from Ukraine, spent her

childhood in the Vake district of Tbilisi and studied

biology, among other things. As a child, she was already

fascinated by nature and she told us that they had plenty

of animals in the private yard of her house. And then, she

decided to make her dreams come true and she became

a farmer, an innovative farmer trying to use her strong

technical educational background to make the most out

of the precious Georgian diversity combined with best

international technologies and practices.

In the farm where Ana lives with her family, everything speaks about love. Love for her two beautiful girls

with whom we met, love for her dog, her goats, love for her work and the hard task of playing a leadership

role in her farm, where she has other partners, and in the new milk processing factory inside the farm which

is being completed with up-to-date buildings and equipment.



Because of the absence of specialists of modern intensive goat specialists in Georgia, Ana is used to mainly

rely on information provided through internet. Thankfully, she is fluent in English and Russian and has

access to a large pool of technical data online. She therefore can find day-to-day solutions for the numerous

veterinary problems her goats are faced with. She is also preparing her feed rations by herself. For the time

being, her results are good with low mortality of goats, but she knows that she needs much more on-site

and practical knowledge for her future plans and those of her partners to build a large-scale farm for highly

productive imported Alpine goats.

The strength of Ana is also to be able to have a comprehensive approach of her value-chain, from her fork

to that of the final consumer. She is quite good at direct marketing of her products (mainly goat’s

pasteurized milk and cheese), a common feature with all the women farm-entrepreneurs we met, and she

will be able to make the most out of the modern dairy processing equipment from the Netherlands

currently being installed in her brand-new processing factory.

When you love, you care - and Ana cares very much about her goats. While the traditional Mingrelian goats,

mainly used for meat production, are quite hardy, their production levels of milk are also quite low. So, Ana

is now using cross-breeding with mainly Alpine goats whose yields are usually much higher but whose

management is much more complex. Goats are by far the most sensitive ruminants and every mistake can

be paid dearly.

As the plant will have a daily capacity much bigger than what will

be produced by the goat farm, Ana is building strong ties with

neighbor farmers, including many women, to purchase from them

milk from cows and buffaloes which find good breeding

conditions in that region. As she will need high quality milk, with

good hygiene and high fat and protein content for which suppliers

will get good prices and daily payments, she will have to play a

catalyst role to transform the breeding practices in her

environment.

We have already begun to work with Ana in FinExCoop. She was visited in August by our international

cheese specialist, she has benefitted from FinExCoop’s on-line trainings and training materials for goats,

and we are currently working with her on the improvement of her fodder base through the introduction of

plants which are resistant to acidity. After having made analysis of soil samples from her farm, we have

identified potential crops which could be successfully cultivated in her area such as lupins, a legume rich in

proteins well adapted to acidity, or a new type of sorghum. 

FinExCoop Team will propose to its next Committee of Pilots headed by AFD and RDA to include Ana as

one of its pilots. She has proven so much and there is so much still to do with her and her community.

Congratulations for the Women’s Day dear and remarkable Ana!



Natalia Bendeliani #6
In Western Georgia, it is easy to see how much upside potential is

still available for better agriculture and sustainable rural

development. On the road from Senaki to our next destination,

the village Gveso in the municipality of Tsageri in Racha-

Lechkhumi and Kvemo Svaneti, which has lost an impressive 48%

of its population from 1994 till 2019, we discover splendid

forgotten monuments such as this beautiful ruin of Palladian-

style architecture. There was once a sanatorium in the place

attracting many tourists thanks to its medicinal waters. With

some hope, the rebuilding of the Tsqaltubo complex will lead to

much stronger environmentally-friendly development of the

whole region.

Natalia Bendeliani, chairwoman of the cooperative

“Gveso’s Farm”, is among the ones who are fighting

fiercely to reverse the downward spiral of their territories.

She was born in Gveso, she left Gveso, and she came back

with her family to start her goat business. Together with

her husband and other members, she established a

cooperative which received financial support from RDA,

which recommended her to FinExCoop, and technical

support from Ana Mikadze, the seventh remarkable

woman of our journey with female leaders in agriculture.

Our talented photographer Aurelien’s photos speak

better than our words. The one where Natalia is standing

close to the huge Soviet truck of the farm is particularly

expressive. It shows a combination of charming delicacy

and dedicated strength which we find so often with

remarkable women. 

Let us begin with strength: since it was created

four years ago, cooperative Gveso has been

constantly growing. Apart from an ideal natural

environment for semi-extensive breeding of

goats, with many bushes in the mountainous

area close to the main building of the farm, it

has benefitted from the wise and tenacious

management of Natalia. When she was a little

kid, they used to have some goats at home, but

on a much more modest scale than now where

they have 250 of them. In the current farm, she

had to learn as much as she could. She

attended many trainings for livestock but most

of them were done for cattle. As for the other

goat breeders we met in our journey, the main

challenges of her cooperative are the lack of

veterinarians with a precise knowledge of

goats, the feed base and the housing for

animals. 

For delicacy, let us concentrate on Natalia’s cheeses: A perfect harmony of color, texture and flavor. Frankly

speaking, among the best cheeses we have ever eaten in Georgia. When served together with the excellent

local wine, we feel that we are entering Paradise, may be slightly too early, but better ensure a first step at

this stage. No surprise therefore that even in pandemic times when few foreign tourists could travel to

Georgia, Natalia has not been faced with any contraction of the demand for her products who sell on

average at 60 GEL/kg at retail level.



In the future, Gveso wants to increase the number of its goats which will

require to build a new place to keep them. Even though her cheese is already

succulent, Natalia also wants to keep on learning on alternative cheese

technologies.

Beyond the trainings already provided on goat breeding to the members of

the cooperative, FinExCoop team will propose that it becomes a pilot in its

next Committee for Pilots. At all levels of the goat value-chain, from feeding to

breeding, cheese processing and final marketing, FinExCoop can mobilize

unique international expertise to serve the needs of the cooperative.

Reciprocally, it is difficult to find such an interesting and demand driven

potential partner in development.

Congratulations for the Women’s Day dear and remarkable Natalia!

Ana Mikadze#7
The German philosopher Hegel used to say that

“Nothing great has ever been accomplished

without passion”. We do not know whether Hegel

inspired Ana, but Ana is definitely inspired by

passion. By this specific form of passion we only

find in Georgia, generous, overwhelming and

creative. Let us remember Pirosmani’s passion or,

even more right to the point, Medea’s passion.

Both were able to go to the extremes for their

love, often tragically. But both were also using

the strength of their passion for creating new

worlds. Even though there is some controversy,

Medea is considered as the founding mother of

Medicine whose word was shaped on her own

name. And Pirosmani created a unique

picturesque replication of the inner Georgian

soul.

In the history of agriculture, we often find a combination of bottom-up discoveries from farmers and of top-

down innovation linked to urban intellectuals: modern agronomy began with the 18th century agromania

of British aristocrats, which was replicated elsewhere later on, in particular in Russia with the famous figure

of Count Lev Tolstoy.

Ana is very much such an intellectual in agriculture. A researcher

in the history of Georgian folk traditions and forgotten

technologies. An archeologist of Georgian food. A visionary leader

of the Georgian Cheese Association who organizes regular cheese

festivals all over the country. When we first met, she told us that,

while today there are only three types of cheese, Sulguni, Imereti,

and Guda being produced on a large scale in Georgia, it is

because the Soviets forced standardization as everything had to

be standardized in their system, but also because diversity,

especially ethno-cultural diversity, is always associated with

liberty. Prior to the Soviet period, there were dozens of different

types of cheese, nearly as much as in France where there are

more types of cheese than days in one year. Ana decided to

rediscover them.



As we have seen with Natalia, Ana has already been a very inspiring person for many other Georgian cheese

producers willing to identify the deep-rooted “niches” where Georgia can demonstrate the unique quality of

its products. As it is the case for wine, high-value cheese is always associated with a specific “terroir”, a

specific mode of breeding animals relying on locally-produced fodder and well-adapted animals living in

symbiosis with their environment, and on specific techniques of processing which can be endemic but also

which can transfer successful receipts from abroad. 

In FinExCoop, we are working with Ana together in this direction which we consider the best one to ensure

the sustainable development of Georgian agriculture and the vitality of Georgian rural areas building their

future through deep roots in their history.

Congratulations for the Women’s Day dear and remarkable Ana!

As a researcher in the history of Georgian cheese, Ana

spent her life in field expeditions all over Georgian

villages where she was collecting testimonies from

elderly and transforming them into the written

patrimony of Georgian food. She loved so much these

rural areas, and felt so free and happy in these villages

that she decided to live seven years in Teleti, close to

Tbilisi, where she had a small farm, and a small cheese

processing workshop in which she used to produce

around 40 different types of cheeses. Now Ana is back to

Tbilisi but her dream is to have a small farm of dairy

goats and to produce goat’s cheese on her own. 

Through these 7 portraits of remarkable women in Georgian
agriculture, we feel such a powerful energy for the future of

Georgia. As if they were 7 Stars in a uniquely singular Milky Way,
stretching from deepest traditions towards the brightest future…

For more information, please contact us via email info@finexcoop.ge or reach us at +995 599 30 57 58. 

Please also visit our website and our Facebook page. We look forward to hearing from you!

“This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. Its
contents are the sole responsibility of <FinExCoop> and do not necessarily reflect the

views of the European Union.”
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